Deerskins into Buckskins..........................#Book-DIB or #DVD-DIB
How to Tan with Natural Materials
by Matt Richards
A field guide for hunters and gatherers. Over 130 photos and illustrations bring you step by step from raw skin to velvety soft buckskin and then show you how to create primitive garments and useful goods. No chemical needed. Revised edition. Soft cover, 60 pages.
#Book-DIB Deerskins into Buckskins, book only $17.99
#DVD-DIB Deerskins into Buckskins, DVD only $23.99

Complete Book of Tanning Skins & Furs ..........#Book-CBTSF
by James Churchill
Everything you need to know to make soft leather and dressed furs from skins of small and large furbears, domestic animals, reptiles, and birds. This book also details the tools and equipment necessary for each. Hard cover, black and white photos, 198 pages.
#Book-CBTSF Tanning Skins & Furs only $17.99

Primitive Wilderness Living Survival Skills ......., #Book-PWLSS
by John & Geri McPherson
400 pages of info on primitive bow and arrows, deadfalls and snares, field dressing a deer, making soft “buckskin,” making fire, basket making and making primitive tools of stone and antler. Soft cover.
#Book-PWLSS Wilderness Living Survival Skills only $24.99

Primitive Wilderness Skills ..........................#Book-PWSAA
by John & Geri McPherson
From primitive to prehistoric, this book teaches you how to make water containers, two piece moccasins, quick bows, flint knapping, dugout canoes, and primitive living skills. Soft cover, 293 pages.
#Book-PWSAA Advanced Skills only $24.99

The Frontier Rifleman ..................................#Book-FR
by Richard B. LaCrosse, Jr.
This is a marvelous collection of photos, descriptive text, contemporary quotations, weapons, clothing, patterns, accoutrements, drawings and exciting illustrations. Soft cover, 8-1/2 x 11", 184 pages.
#Book-FR Frontier Rifleman only $16.50

Frontier Living ......................................#Book-FL
by Edwin Tunis
An illustrated guide to pioneer life in America with vivid text and more than 200 drawing. Immerse yourself in the character and culture of the men and women who stood at the harsh cutting edge of our civilization: their dwellings, clothing, food, furniture, household articles; their hunting, farming, schooling, transportation and more. Soft cover, 8-1/2 x 11", 165 pages.
#Book-FL Frontier Living only $16.99

Camping in the Old Style by Dave Wescott.........#Book-CITOS
Explores the methods used by campers prior to the advent of modern technology, from setting up campfires to creating a tent, canoeing, horseback camping, woodcrafting, and food preparation. Soft cover, 240 pages.
#Book-CITOS Camping in the Old Style only $22.50

Knife & Tomahawk Throwing .........................#Book-KTT
by Barry Hardin
This book covers the basics of throwing both tomahawks and knives including weapon styles, hand and feet positions, throwing techniques, making targets and game rules. Instructions are shown using full color photos and illustrations. Soft bound, 60 pages.
#Book-KTT Knife & Tomahawk Throwing only $9.99

Frontier Skills

A Fully Illustrated Guide to Wilderness Living and Survival
by David Montgomery
An excellent introduction to Native American crafts and outdoor skills. Explains in step-by-step detail through over two hundred illustrations how to create all kinds of Native American handiwork. Soft cover, 205 pages, illustrated.
#Book-NACS Native American Crafts & Skills only $12.99

Mountainman Crafts & Skills..........................#Book-MCS
by Dave Montgomery
Filled with valuable information for hobbyists, survivalists period campers, and everyone who enjoys outdoor life. How to make your own clothing, shelter, and equipment are covered in step-by-step detail, through illustrations by the author. Learn how to make and use tools and utensils, traps, clothing and much more. Soft cover, 239 pages.
#Book-MCS Mountainman Crafts & Skills only $12.99

Camping Life in the Woods............................#Book-CLW
and the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making
by W. Hamilton Gibson
Offers general advice on camping, hiking, trapping, building shelters and catching everything from squirrels to bears. Soft cover, 320 pages.
#Book-CLW Camping Life in the Woods only $12.99

A Pilgrim’s Journey, Volume One: 1986-1995...........#Book-PJ-V1
by Mark Baker
A Pilgrim’s Journey, Volume One contains instructions and advice for becoming an 18th century longhunter. From flintlocks and moccasins to shooting bags and knapsacks, Baker explores the way of life in frontier America and shows how modern-day woodsmen are recreating the exciting era that helped forge the American Spirit and a new nation. Soft bound, with 306 pages.
#Book-PJ-V1 A Pilgrim’s Journey, Volume One only $28.99

A Pilgrim’s Journey, Volume Two: 1996-2005...........#Book-PJ-V2
by Mark Baker
The second decade of Mark A Baker’s adventures in learning and living the life of a colonial woodsman and hunter. In A Pilgrim’s Journey Volume 2, Baker shares the knowledge and insights gained from wilderness experiences, extensive research and from his partners and mentors along the way. Soft bound, with 320 pages.
#Book-PJ-V2 A Pilgrim’s Journey, Volume Two only $33.99

Primitive Technology: A Book of Earth Skills ............#Book-PT-ES
by David Wescott
A sharing of ideas, philosophies and personal stories taken from The Bulletin of Primitive Technology. Includes instructions for creating fire and tools of wood, stone and bone, as well as fiber adhesive, projectiles, art, music and more.
#Book-PT-ES Primitive Technology only $22.99

Tracks and Trailcraft..................................#Book-TTC
by Elsworth Jaeger
This widely read author on native American lore and camping, tells how to read nature’s signs written in mud, brush, and even water and sky. Packed with projects for, nature lovers, and amateur archaeologists - whether they want to follow the trail of a dinosaur or the opossum the scurried through the backyard. It will turn anyone into a “nature detective”. Soft cover, 360 pages, black and white illustrated.
#Book-TTC Tracks & Trailcraft only $13.99